Introduction {#sec1}
============

In chemical reactions where transition metal nanoparticles play pivotal roles, it is an important goal to track the phase evolution of nanoparticles during activation and usage. In catalysis, for example, tracking chemical phase changes can be essential to unveil deactivation processes of catalysts, while quantifying the active phase can be used to understand catalytic performances.^[@ref1]^ A nuisance of probing minority chemical species is that they are often obscured by signal of majority phases. A minority phase in the sea of major chemical phases can, however, be a key phase, such as the catalytic active phase, that requires the effective detection of it. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is an element-specific technique that is sensitive to the oxidation state and different chemical environments. In-situ XAS further allows the probing of phase information under relevant reaction conditions.^[@ref2]−[@ref4]^ Due to strong multiplet effects and a small core-hole lifetime broadening,^[@ref5]^ 2p XAS spectra (L~2,3~ edges) of transition metals exhibit rich characteristic features and high chemical sensitivities. Because the XAS edge jump is an atomic property, the XAS intensity scales linearly with the number of atoms, which has made XAS a widely applied technique to discriminate phase heterogeneities and to obtain phase concentrations by fitting procedures.^[@ref6]−[@ref9]^ However, for minority phase detection, a limitation present in 2p XAS is that signals from majority phases overwhelm details of the minority phase.^[@ref10]^ Although fitting procedures were used to determine the minority phase information including concentrations, we note that the overlap of spectroscopic signatures from different phases can lead to multiple interpretations. A minority phase, under such cases, can even be undetected when its signatures are hidden under those from majority phases. In this regard, high-energy resolution 2p3d resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS), which can selectively enhance spectral features from a particular phase of interest, is a complementary spectroscopic tool to 2p XAS. Because the RIXS signal can selectively be enhanced by the corresponding XAS intensity, it is a nonlinear technique with respect to the number of atoms that adds to the possible detection of minority phases.

We use Co~3~O~4~ nanoparticles supported on CNTs as model Fischer--Tropsch catalyst precursors, where we study the reduction process of Co~3~O~4~ nanoparticles. We show that 2p3d RIXS can be more useful than 2p XAS in detecting the minority species under in-situ conditions. In an ex-situ study the higher accuracy of 2p3d RIXS over 2p XAS in detecting minority species was previously demonstrated.^[@ref10]^ Here we perform detailed fits to a large data set, acquired in situ, to reveal more insights. The fitted results are used to understand the sensitivity of 2p3d RIXS on the minority oxide phase detection. Moreover, the established fitting approach allows the quantitative description of a mixed-phase system with high precision, revealing application potential in the study of active catalysts and other active materials.

Experiments {#sec2}
===========

The Co~3~O~4~/CNT catalyst was prepared according to published procedures^[@ref11]^ with a cobalt loading of 8 wt %. The dark field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the fresh catalyst ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) shows an average particle size around 5 nm. Some nanoparticle agglomerates are visible, and in the agglomerates it is in principle possible that there will be two ∼5 nm nanoparticles behind each other in the line of the X-ray beam. This would generate effectively a 10 nm beam path through the particles. Given the X-ray penetration depth of ∼50 nm, this will not yield any saturation effect for X-rays. The electron yield has an escape depth of ∼5 nm, and minor saturation effects could occur; however, due to the majority of 5 nm nanoparticles this will not be detectable. Both X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and cobalt 2p XAS, shown in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf), indicate the Co~3~O~4~ phase of cobalt oxide nanoparticles before reduction.

![(A) Dark-field TEM image of the fresh catalyst. (B) Schematic representation of XAS and RIXS measurements.](jp-2017-04325k_0004){#fig1}

In Fischer--Tropsch synthesis, cobalt metal is reported to be the active phase during hydrogenation of CO.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Several studies have applied in-situ TEM or XRD to examine the reduction process of carbon-supported transition metal nanoparticle catalysts.^[@ref14]−[@ref16]^ However, TEM has a limitation of probing phase information only to selected nanoparticles; XRD reveals crystalline phases only in nonquantitative ways. On the contratry, X-ray spectroscopies offer bulk phase information on nanoparticles with feasibilities to quantify phase concentrations. Here we compare differences of in-situ 2p XAS and 2p3d RIXS for revealing the relative phase composition of cobalt-based nanoparticles during reduction.

In-situ measurements were performed at BL07LSU^[@ref17]^ in SPring-8. The catalyst was pressed into a thin pellet and loaded on the sample holder, which was then heated in a vacuum chamber attached next to the main chamber for the sample reduction. The temperature on the sample surface was monitored by a well-calibrated pyrometer. After heating in vacuum at 500, 600, and 700 °C, respectively, the sample was cooled and transferred into the main chamber for spectra acquisitions. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B sketches the XAS and RIXS measurements. XAS spectra were collected with the total electron yield mode by measuring the sample current. RIXS spectra were acquired under a 90° scattering angle in the linear horizontal scattering geometry. Detailed experimental procedures and spectra acquisitions are specified in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf).

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Temperature-dependent cobalt 2p~3/2~ XAS spectra of the catalyst together with literature reference CoO^[@ref18]^ and cobalt metal^[@ref19]^ spectra are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A. From the analysis, it is clear that CoO and cobalt metal phases coexist in cobalt nanoparticles after reduction at 500 and 600 °C. No sign of the initial Co~3~O~4~ is observed after these treatments. The CoO phase concentration decreased with increasing reduction temperature, as shown by the drop of relative intensities of features at the pre-edge (777.3 eV) and the shoulder (779.8 eV). The spectrum acquired after the reduction at 700 °C shows no visible fine structures of CoO, from which it could then be erroneously concluded that the fully reduced cobalt nanoparticles are present. Nevertheless, here in situ 2p3d RIXS was carried out to further examine the phases changes and map its complementariness to 2p XAS. For RIXS measurements, excitations were chosen at energies *a--d* as indicated in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A.

![Experimental cobalt spectra of the catalyst after vacuum heating at room temperature, 500, 600, and 700 °C: (A) 2p~3/2~ XAS spectra. Four dotted lines indicate excitation energies *a--d* for 2p3d RIXS. (B) 2p3d RIXS spectra at 500 °C (dark green), 600 °C (red), and 700 °C (dark yellow). The purple dotted line indicates the first d--d excitation from CoO. In (A), the literature reference spectra of Co^[@ref18]^ and CoO^[@ref19]^ are plotted for comparison.](jp-2017-04325k_0001){#fig2}

2p3d RIXS spectra of metal oxides are composed of the zero energy transfer peak that corresponds to the elastic scattering and positive energy transfer features corresponding to phonon, magnon, d--d, and charge transfer excitations.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ Phonon and magnon excitations constitute low energy (\<0.1 eV) features, while d--d excitations occur at the fixed energy transfer corresponding to energy differences with respect to the ground state irrespective of incident X-ray energies. The charge transfer excitations in a divalent metal oxide, such as CoO, have little intensity and are often shaded by d--d features unless excitation energies at charge transfer satellites in 2p XAS are chosen.^[@ref18],[@ref22]^ For metals, the 2p3d RIXS measures a fixed X-ray emission by transition from delocalized states to the 2p core hole that has energy transfer from the elastic line linearly dependent on the incident X-ray energies and is described as fluorescence (FL).^[@ref23]^ Here the 2p3d RIXS signals originated from CoO or cobalt metal are referred to as "CoO RIXS" and "Co metal FL", respectively.

[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B shows the corresponding temperature-dependent 2p3d RIXS spectra. Data sets from the same excitation energy are normalized to the elastic peak. The increase of the pure metal concentration is most directly observed from spectra acquired at energy *d*, since the metal FL peak around 3 eV separates further from CoO characteristic d--d peaks around 0.9 and 2.1 eV.^[@ref18],[@ref22]^ In the current reduction steps, no new phases other than the CoO and cobalt metal, such as cobalt carbides, were found, consistent with previously reported in situ XRD results.^[@ref11],[@ref15]^ Interestingly, the d--d peak of CoO around 0.9 eV in data sets of 700 °C from excitation energies *a*, *c*, and *d* unequivocally indicates the partially reduced nature of cobalt nanoparticles, contrary to the possible conclusion drawn from XAS. We note that the probing depth of TEY XAS at the cobalt 2p~3/2~ edge is ∼5 nm,^[@ref24]^ while the RIXS can detect photons emitted from several hundreds of nanometers underneath the sample surface.^[@ref25]^ Here, however, the applied heating method (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf)) induces the homogeneous reduction of the sample, and the ∼5 nm (even smaller after reduction^[@ref11]^) cobalt nanoparticles are fully probed by both techniques, but with different sensitivities. In 2p XAS, spectral features of the minority CoO phase are shaded by that of the majority metal phase. However, in 2p3d RIXS, d--d peaks of the CoO RIXS are dominantly enhanced at the excitation energy *a* and separated from the metal FL when excitations move to higher energies, although at the metal resonance (energy *b*), oxide features are hidden under the metal FL. Using the difference in XAS intensity at different energy positions, we selectively use the corresponding RIXS features to enhance the CoO signal, making it more intense than the metal species.

To obtain phase concentrations and to further explore the sensitivity of 2p3d RIXS for revealing the minority CoO phase, fitting procedures^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ were introduced for both XAS and RIXS spectra. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the fitted spectra along with the corresponding experimental data and spectral components used for fitting.

![Fit (orange line) and experimental (black dot) cobalt 2p XAS (upper panel) and 2p3d RIXS (lower panel) spectra. Data sets of the same temperature are in the same column. CoO (blue line) and cobalt metal (red line) references used for fitting 2p XAS are literature reference spectra.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ In 2p3d RIXS, the CoO RIXS (blue line) and metal FL (red line) contributions are shown.](jp-2017-04325k_0002){#fig3}

Temperature-dependent 2p XAS spectra ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel) were fitted holistically. The principle of the holistic fit was described in the literature.^[@ref26]^ Here the 2p XAS at 500, 600, and 700 °C were fitted by using literature CoO^[@ref18]^ and cobalt metal^[@ref19]^ spectra as references. In the fit model, a background function^[@ref27]^ was included to fit both the raw experimental spectra and the two literature reference spectra. The reference spectra after background subtraction were normalized to the intensity of the post-L~2~ edge (∼803 eV). For the two reference spectra used (between 773 and 803 eV), the L~2,3~ continuum edge jumps with the 2:1 ratio were included for the Co metal reference spectrum (see the literature reference^[@ref19]^), while only the L~3~ continuum edge jump was set for the CoO reference spectrum. Here, the different edge jumps were set due to the difference of electron localization in oxides and in metal. Note that in the fits edge jump positions were allowed to float, which were also linked with the above-mentioned background functions. The scaling factors and the energy shifts between the reference spectra and experimental data were also set in the fit model, which together with other parameters were fitted simultaneously. Concentrations of the CoO phase obtained from XAS fitting are listed in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} (second column). Note that although fitting results indicate the existence of a CoO phase after the reduction at 700 °C the 4.6% uncertainty with respect to a 5.5% average value implies the inadequacy of 2p XAS alone for revealing precise information on this minority phase. In [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf) this is further elaborated upon, by showing a series of cobalt 2p XAS spectra, consisting of small contributions of CoO XAS spectra added to pure Co metal XAS spectra. For CoO contents \<10% of the obtained high spectral similarities between them explain the large uncertainty in such fitting results.

###### 2p XAS and 2p3d RIXS Derived Percentages of the CoO Phase in Co Nanoparticles during the Three Reduction Steps[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  temperature (°C)   CoO concentration (%) from 2p XAS fit   CoO spectral weight (%) from 2p3d RIXS fit   CoO concentration (%) from 2p3d RIXS fit
  ------------------ --------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  500                18.4 ± 6.1                              56.9 ± 2.5                                   20.9 ± 1.7
  600                14.2 ± 6.0                              33.1 ± 1.3                                   9.0 ± 0.5
  700                5.5 ± 4.6                               10.7 ± 0.8                                   2.3 ± 0.2

The concentration values from XAS are obtained directly from the corresponding spectral weights, as obtained from the fits, by normalizing the reference data for CoO and Co using *P* = 5. Errors given as one standard deviation from all the good fits. Errors in column 4 are calculated from column 3.

The 12 2p3d RIXS data sets ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) were fitted by using a separate model without including reference spectra. The 12 data sets were merged into one data set that allows the decomposition and fits to be performed holistically. Here, each experimental Co 2p3d RIXS spectrum was composed of "artificial" CoO RIXS and Co FL. All individual peaks that used to comprise the CoO RIXS and Co FL are the pseudo-Voigt peaks.

For the CoO RIXS, it is composed of an elastic peak, d--d peaks, and a separate peak that simulates the charge-transfer (CT) effects. The relative energy position of d--d peaks was set to be constant in all the data sets, while energy positions of the CT peak were only fixed for data sets acquired at the same excitation energy. Similarly, all the elastic and d--d peaks were forced to have the same shape (the Lorentzian:Gaussian ratio and the broadening of full width at half-maximum), while the CT peak is only set to be with the same shape for data sets belonging to the same excitation energy and which was allowed to float in the model. Furthermore, the relative intensities of all CoO RIXS features were kept constant for data sets collected at the same excitation energies, but this varies for data sets belonging to different excitation energies. The decompose-fitted CoO RIXS was compared with the literature^[@ref18]^ reference CoO (obtained with different energy resolutions), as shown in [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf). Apart from the excitation energy *a*, other excitation energies chosen in these two works were not consistent; hence, we could only compare RIXS slices obtained by close excitation energies, as noted in the figure legends. The RIXS slices were normalized to the first d--d peak since the elastic peak intensity for data from different measurements is not directly comparable. The comparison of spectra at excitation energy *d* is not shown in [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf) since no reference spectra acquired at close excitation energies are available.

For the Co FL, in this model, it was assumed to be with the same shape in all 12 data sets. Because in fluorescence the excitation is decoupled from the decay, the metal FL can be considered as the convolution of XAS with the X-ray emission spectra above the edge. When the excitation energy is chosen above the edge the XAS spectral shape is constant (or slowly varying in intensity) implying that the Co FL is also constant in shape. At the absorption edge the shape of the XAS spectrum slightly modifies the Co FL, where a peak maximum makes the shape sharper and a valley makes the shape slightly broader \[see literature reference,^[@ref28]^ cf [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}\]. The fixed shape FL envelope as a whole consists of three peaks, whose relative energy positions, intensity ratios, and shapes are set to be constant. The energy shifts between FL envelopes, belonging to data sets acquired at excitation energies *b*--*d*, were set to the corresponding shifts of excitations. However, for the FL envelope that was acquired at the excitation energy *a*, its energy position was allowed to float since the fixed emission breaks down for this excitation energy. (Here, we need to better interpret our assumption.) The decompose-fitted Co FL was shown in [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf). Decompose-fitted results showed that the energy difference between the FL maxima from data sets acquired at excitation energies *a* and *b* was around 0.8 eV, whereas the difference between excitation energies *a* and *b* is 1.4 eV. The discrepancy is due to that the X-ray Raman was measured when choosing the excitation energy *a*, while at excitation energies *b--d* the 2p3d RIXS of Co metal were pure FL with fixed emission energies.

Initially, the total CoO RIXS intensity (integrated area) was parametrized as a function of the total Co FL intensity, shown as [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}where the parameter *r*~*ij*~ is dependent on the temperature *i* and the excitation energy *j*.

Since RIXS is a "photon-in photon-out" technique, the *r*~*ij*~ was first normalized by the absorption cross-section ratio of CoO (σ~CoO,*j*~) to Co metal (σ~Co,*j*~), as shown in [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Here, this ratio was obtained from the normalized reference spectra shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A. The new parameter *R*~*i*~ in this model is only dependent on temperature, which directly implies the ratio of spectra contribution by Co metal to CoO.Similar to the XAS fit, all parameters set in this decomposition-fit model were fitted simultaneously by the Blueprint XAS. The results are chosen to be shown as the CoO contribution in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

In principle, RIXS is a more bulk sensitive technique than TEY XAS since the attenuation depth of the photon is much larger than electrons. Considering the 5 nm (even smaller after the reduction^[@ref11]^) Co nanoparticles in the current studied materials, the TEY XAS is almost equivalent to the RIXS with respect to the detection depth. On the other hand, the XAS fitted results directly represent the percentage of the CoO and Co metal in the Co nanoparticles, whereas the RIXS fitted results only represent the spectra intensity contribution from either phase. To directly compare the XAS and RIXS fitted results, an extra factor that represents the signal yields a ratio of CoO, and the Co metal phase for the respective RIXS and FL is further needed. With this factor, percentages of the CoO phase can be extracted from the RIXS fitted results, as shown in [eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The signal yield is an intrinsic property of materials, and this ratio is therefore a constant (*P*) between Co and CoO. In [eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the *P* represents the ratio of Co FL to CoO RIXS yield by the same unit of respective phases. Here, the constant *P* in the equation is the relative radiation ratio as discussed above.In the current work, we compared the 2p XAS and 2p3d RIXS fitted results at 500 and 600 °C. We ignored the 2p XAS fitted results of 700 °C because the large uncertainty rendered a larger uncertainty without statistical meanings.

The quantification procedure was based on [eqs [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, in which the intensity ratios between CoO RIXS and metal FL were corrected by the corresponding X-ray absorption cross section, to account for the photon-in and photon-out process of RIXS. In contrast to XAS, RIXS quantifications contain an extra relative radiative ratio related to the difference of the Co/CoO spectral intensity yield as stated by [eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This relative radiative ratio (*P*) is given by the relative (integrated) decay strength of CoO RIXS compared with Co metal fluorescence, which determines the capability of 2p3d RIXS for revealing the minority CoO phase. By comparing the XAS and RIXS fitting results for the 500 and 600 °C data, we deduct that the CoO RIXS is approximately 5 times stronger than the Co metal fluorescence, implying a ratio *P* = 5. The 700 °C data are not used as the uncertainty in the XAS is almost as large as the determined value. We note that the value *P* = 5 cannot be determined with good accuracy, and we estimate its uncertainty as large as 20%, based on the limited experiments performed for this goal. A dedicated experiment at various compositions needs to be performed in order to determine this number with more accuracy. Moreover, we note that the lifetime of a state is given by the integrated Auger decay because Auger constitutes more than 99% of the decay. The lifetime broadening of the L~3~-edge states is usually taken as constant based on calculations of all Auger decay channels for NiO that yield a variation smaller than 20% over the L~3~ edge.^[@ref29]^ The lifetime broadening of cobalt metal could potentially be different from CoO, where we note that experimental data do not indicate a significant difference. The relative radiative ratio *P* = 5 should be understood as the ratio between the CoO (RIXS/Auger) ratio and the Co (FL/Auger) ratio. Note that if the radiative decay is relatively stronger for CoO the nonradiative decay should be relatively stronger for Co metal, but now the difference is between 95% and 99% of the total decay, which is difficult to determine. A full study of all radiative and nonradiative decay channels for CoO and Co metal would be interesting for a fundamental knowledge of the creation and decay of 2p core holes in oxides and metals, respectively.

For the purposes of the current study, we take the relative radiative ratio *P* = 5. The converted CoO concentrations obtained, by using this number, are shown in the fourth column of [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. These values can be determined analytically from the spectral weight numbers in column 3. Defining the spectral weight as *x*, the atomic ratio (*x*~A~) can be calculated as *x*~A~ = *x*/\[*P* + *x* -- (*P*\**x*)\]. The sigma values are calculated accordingly. Comparing the relative errors for concentration of the minority phase CoO from columns 2 and 4, we note that the error from XAS averages to ∼5.6%, while in the case of RIXS it averages to 0.8%. Within the present study the RIXS error is affected by the uncertainty in the relative radiative ratio. Once this factor is established, RIXS will become a very accurate technique for the distinction of different phases, especially for the determination of small amounts of oxide phases.

It is evident that fitting results from 2p3d RIXS spectra are more precise than those from 2p XAS. In principle, the reported errors reflect primarily the well-resolved characteristic features in RIXS, compared to XAS, as systematic errors get reduced by holistically treating the data. Furthermore, the precision of CoO phase concentrations by RIXS fitting procedures should also be influenced by the precision of the relative radiative ratio obtained. The obtained value, although approximate in nature, suggests that 2p3d RIXS is feasible to probe the minority CoO phase with higher intrinsic accuracy in RIXS than the metallic phase.

Future studies should determine the generality of the relative radiative ratio or in other words the relative radiative decay rates of different systems. This is in itself an important factor determined by the nonradiative decay and the radiative decay channels. We believe that the general assumption of a fixed lifetime broadening only determined by the core hole is not valid in the case of 2p core holes in 3d transition metal systems. The general analysis is complicated by the fact that the radiative decay, and to a lesser extent also the nonradiative decay, is energy dependent.

We note that using RIXS to enhance the accuracy from XAS is a general approach. In fact the case of CoO and Co metal is one of the most difficult cases due to the large overlap of both XAS spectra. For example, the distinction between XAS spectra of Co^2+^ oxides and Co^3+^ oxides is much larger, allowing a much stronger improvement in the quantitative determination of the amounts of Co^2+^ and Co^3+^. In such studies it is important (1) to measure the XAS spectra as accurate as possible and (2) to experimentally determine the relative radiative ratio between Co^2+^ and Co^3+^.

Concluding Remarks {#sec4}
==================

The fact that 2p3d RIXS has (1) a large variation in sensitivities for different phases and (2) can selectively enhance features of a certain phase via resonant excitations creates an advantage over 2p XAS for studying minority phases. In addition, TEY 2p XAS is limited by the probing depth, and total fluorescence yield 2p XAS may suffer from distorted spectral shapes^[@ref29]^ that complicate theoretical interpretations. By comparison, 2p3d RIXS can detect a bulk phase buried under the surface, and high-resolution spectral features allow more accurate phase determination from theoretical analyses than 2p XAS. We determined accuracies of, respectively, 5.6% for XAS and 0.8% for RIXS. In addition, we have made a first estimate of the relative radiative ratio between CoO and Co metal, as being approximately 5. Further studies need to establish this relative radiative ratio more accurately and generalize its usage to different metal ions. This is the first approach in which multiple chemical phases in an in-situ 2p3d RIXS experiment are effectively decomposed to contributions from individual phases to quantify the corresponding concentrations. By this approach, the minority phase is quantified with much higher precision than that quantified from 2p XAS results. We note that if the X-ray emission resolution in the 2p3d RIXS experiment is improved this will further enhance the capabilities of RIXS for chemical selectivity.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325).Synthesis of the CNT-supported Co FT catalyst; XRD of the fresh Co~3~O~4~/CNT catalyst; in-situ 2pXAS and 2p3d RIXS measurements; Co 2p XAS spectra of CoO and Co metal mixture with \<10% CoO phase concentration; spectral comparison of decompose-fitted CoO RIXS with literature reference CoO RIXS; decompose-fitted Co metal fluorescence for excitation energies ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b04325/suppl_file/jp7b04325_si_001.pdf))
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